arks are openings in a forest and sometimes referred to as meadows. In these places grasses and forbs are the largest part of the biological community. In the temperate climates of Colorado species like oatgrass, Idaho fescue, blue eyed-grass and yarrow are found growing in parklands. When the site was again visited some thirty-five years later, the question foremost in the minds of range personnel was: "How har this wild land community changed in the last fifty years?'PPhotographs were retaken, the distance of the aspen stand from the photo point and canopy cover of the vegetation was measured, and the density of the aspen stand was determined. Evidence gathered from these sources show that a dramatic change in the vegetation is taking place on this parkland. 
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Within a forested landscape, parkland5 offer a unique and important set of values. For example, forage produced in parks is a critical component of the elk and deer habitat. Similarly, when included in livestock grazing allotments the lion's share of a pasture's carrying capacity comes from parklands. When the site was again visited some thirty-five years later, the question foremost in the minds of range personnel was: "How har this wild land community changed in the last fifty years?'PPhotographs were retaken, the distance of the aspen stand from the photo point and canopy cover of the vegetation was measured, and the density of the aspen stand was determined. Evidence gathered from these sources show that a dramatic change in the vegetation is taking place on this parkland. To 'better understand how the community has changed at the edge of the park the canopy cover of the vegetation in the new aspen stand was measured and compared with that in the meadow during the '99 visit. A Daubenmire frame with six cover classes was used to make these measurements. Twenty plot frames were read in the young aspen stand and another twenty were read in the parkland an August X. 1999 
